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Jackson: Men and Plants in the Southwest

John B. Jackson

MEN AND PLANTS

IN THE SOUTHWEST
no better way of understanding the spirit or an
alien culture than to study its nature lore. To confine our
anthropological investigations of a group to the material
and social aspects alone is to impose definite limits to our knowledge; to explore as fully as possible the relationship between a
culture and its environment-that complex of land and climate
and flora and fauna-is to gain a valuable insight into its religious
life.
That is why almost every new book, whatever its scope and
appeal, dealing with the nature lore of unfamiliar peoples is important and welcome; it is potentially the key to a whole phase of
a culture.
Yuman Indian AgricultuTe,l by Castetter and Bell, is a case in
point. On one level, it is the detailed study of primitive subsistence farming as practiced by a small group of Southwest aborigines. The l\fohave, the Yuma, the Cocopa and the l\faricopa Indians live in western Arizona and eastern California in the general neighborhood of Yuma. They number altogether not more
than two or three thousand, though at th~ time of the Spanish
Conquest their population was probably ten times as great. Primarily, though not exclusively. farmers, these people occupy a
sizeable area of the Colorado and Yuma valleys near where the
two rivers join. In prehistoric times they raised ~m and cotton
and gourds and beans. Spanish and Anglo-Ameiican influence
has diversified this primitive agricu~ture by introducing wheat
and melons and tobacco, as well as domestic animals. But much
of the primitive economy has survived; these people still supple-
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ment their diet with a variety of wild plants-seeds, beans, leaves,
roots and so on, and with animal products- notably rabbits and
fish. The Yuman Indians are indeed one of the few groups in the
Southwest without an a~ersion to eating fish. The authors describe the River Yumans as easy-going, open-handed on occasion,
and given to frequent high-spirited celebrations.
'
Though they live in the driest (and hottest) part of the United
States they do not practice irrigation, merely planting the seed in
the moist river bottomlands directly after the annual floods and
trusting that the store of moisture will suffice to bring the crop to
maturity. A further peculiarity of their agriculture has been the
semicultivation of certain wild edible plants-semicultivation
meaning the sowing and harvesting of wild seeds without weeding or cultivation in the interval.
As may be imagined, this kind of fanning goes hand in hand
with extreme poverty and frequent destitution; and the question
is, what is the cause of this marginal way of life? The answer of
the average reader is likely to be that the backwardness of Yuman
farming is the direct ~ult of a hostile or at least an uncontrollable environment. But Castetter and Bell are persuaded that the
correct explanation is quite different. The low level of Yuman
agriculture, they state, "is attributable only in slight degree to
environmental factors. Far more important is the cultural outlook and the predominating influence of cultural factors."
These cultural factors are analyzed under three headings, and
it is during this all too brief discussion that Yuman Indian Agriculture transeen~ its purely scientific and informative role and
offers us a glimpse of the relationship between Yuman nature lore
and Yuman religion. The three cultural factors are the prevalence in the past of a state of warfare, the Yuman attitude toward
death and the dead, and lastly the Yuman "system of dreaming:'
The effect of a chronic state of war on the economy of a society
scarcely needs explaining; but the Yuman practice of destroying
or distributing all of the possessions of the deceased, even ~o the
I
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point of impoverishing his successors, lends itself to at least two
interpretations. According to Castetter and Bell, the custom
served to discourage the accumulating of wealth· and even of a
reserve supply of food, and thus had a depr~ssing effect on agricultural enterprise. No doubt a connection exi~ted between these
costly funerals and the backward economy, but was it that of .
cause and effect, or were they not instead both expressions of a
psychological inability to contemplate the past or the future, to
think in terIIl:S of anything but the present?
The third possible cultural factor in River Yuman backwardness in farming is the so-called dream experience. To quote the
authors, this dream experience "represented individual rather
•
than traditional connection with the supernatural. ... An individual's professional status and success in life were motivated and
determined by dreams which ... took the place ... of learning,
since knowledge was not a thing to be learned but to be acquired
by each man according to his dreams." Castetter and Bell offer no.
hint of how this peculiar cultural trait is related to the type of
agriculture, but their intuition will serve to guide the speculations of other anthropologists. It is evident, however, that insofar
as the dream was the preferred form of religious experience it
must have relegated all other forms to an obscure place in Yuman
culture; and can we ignore the many religious aspects of farming,
especially among primitive peoples? We need only go to the Pueblo Indians to see that tht: processes of choosing the seed, planting
and harvesting are at times religious experiences of tremendous
impact. According to this book they were almost totally absent
from Yuman agriculture. The authors' assumption, therefore,
that the Yuman reliance on the dream (or the immediate experience) is related to Yuman farming methods not only appears to
be thoroughly justified, but to open remarkable vistas for students of the social sciences to explore. Do other cultures, sharing
the Yuman "dream experience" also share its attitude toward the
environment? If there is an Apollonian religious sense is there
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perhaps not also an Apollonian nature lore and even an ApOllonian type of agriculture?
Leland C. Wyman and Stuart K. Harri~ have undertaken to investigate on a very restricted scale one other aspect of the nature
lore of the Southwestern aborigines. Their monograph, the Ethnobotany of the Kayenta Navaho,2 is a severely scientific analysis
of some two hundred and forty plants collected by Mrs. L. W.
Wetherell some years ago in the Navaho country of northeastern
Arizona. These plants, according to the Navaho informants, were
used for a variety of medicinal and food p'urposes; more than half
of them had a ceremonial use as well. It is interesting to note that
~ according to Mrs. Wetherell "no one medicine man knew more
- than twenty-five to fifty plants," so that the information accum"l:~
tatoo here represents the knowledge of several informants. How
many of these plants have ascertainable medicinal properties and
how many are effective cures among t(he Navahos for subjective
reasons the editorsdo not say. In no case is the English name of
any plant given-only the Latin and the Navaho. The valuable
information accompanying eac;h listing is imfortunately only to
be understood after consulting a complex key to symbOls and abbreviations.No doubt Mrs. Wetherell's amateur ethnobotanical
collection could not have been presented to th~ public in its original state, yet many will question the appropriateness of this dras- '\
tic transformation. What was originally a labor ?f love, an experi- .
ence of Navaho life over many years, has been buried under all
the panoply of academic research-references, cross references, indices, bibliographies. Dr. Wyman's foreword and editorial comments on the shortcomings of Mrs. Wetherell's work are not very
graCIOUS.
A more engaging specimen ()f botanical zeal is to be found in
Joseph Ewan's Rocky Mountain Naturalists.! This contains brief
biographical sketches of nine eminent Western botanists and stu- ~
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2 The University of New Mexico Press, 1951.
8 The University of Denver Press, 1951.
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dents of nature. Of these nine probably only Fremont. the captain
of two western eXPeditions and eventual Presidential candidate.
enjoyed national fame. Edwin James, however, was the first white
man to climb Pike's Peak (in 1820) or any otber American mountain of more than 14,000 feet, as well as having been the first systematic student of the flora of Colorado. And it was L C. Parry
who named many of the Peaks of the Rockies in the 70'5 and So's
of the last century. In addition to the chapters dealing with these
men the book contains extensive notes, and a two-hundred page
.'biographical and bibliographical roster" of natural history collectors who have been active in the Rocky Mountain region. Although the list is not complete for New ~fexico collectors, it is
undoubtedly a useful guide for all who wish to follow botanical
exploration in the ~fountain \Vest. Mr. Ewan, himself a botanist
with experience in Colorado, writes with enthusiasm of these
scholarly explorers, and it is refreshing, in view of the current
glorification of the Bad Man and Western Outlaw, to be told of
the contribution of these learned and inconspicuous individuals.
In the midst of Indian wars, Gold Rushes, and the wildest speculation they placidly explored the mountains in search of new b0tanical specimens, wrote jovial letters to distant colleagues to tell
of their discoveries, made speeches, founded learned societies and
triumphantly named botanical subspecies after themselves_ For
as true children of the nineteenth century they looked upon their
botanical subjects in terms of an ulterior satisfaction: a new plant
did not inspire religious or poetic response as it might have done
two centuries before, but it had its commercial value in a collection, and it had its prestige value in scientific circles. The contrast
between the two nature lores, still existing side by side in the
Southwest, is very apparent after reading these three books. On
the one hand is the modern Anglo-American scientist with his expert knowledge of several hundred specim~ens each of which has
to be processed several times, and on the other the Navaho with
his knowledge of twenty-five or fifty specimens, which he is cap-
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able of appreciating at once. It is the immediate experience of
nature a5 opposed to the experience at several removes.
In one of his short biographies, ~fr. Ewan describes the study
of one of the old-school naturalists, evidently a man much admired not only by his colleagues but by the public_ The desk and
table and chairs are buried under stacks of.letters from admirers.
books and photographs on every possible subject, and everywhere
are botanical specimens sent in by neighbors and acquaintances
for him to identify. The nineteenth-century scholar, lacking modem teclmiques and discipline, may at times have been a superficial scientist, but he had one virtue which the contemporary
scholar has all but lost: the willingness and ability to communicate with the lay public. These three books, unequal though they
may be in importance and scope, nevertheless share one characteristic: an attitude of something like indifference toward the
average reader. How is this shown? By the constant use of technical vocabularies without troubling to explain what unusual
words mean. Castetter and Bell devote a chapter to "semicultivation" without once defining the term. Neither of the other two
books gives the English name for the plants it discusses. Surely it
is not unreasonable to expect college professors and men of wide
education to possess a command of correct English, yet both in
Yuman Agriculture and in Rocky Mountain Naturalists th~e are
repeated misuses of words and faulty syntax: "fairly unique,"
"somewhat unique," participles ?angling on every page. The
book by Castetter and Bell is an important contribution to Southwestern anthropology, but it is not too mudi to say that no English or French scholar would have been content to offer the public
a text so lacking in grace. The Ethnobotany of the Kayenta Navaho abjures the literary form altogether and presents its information in the driest manner conceivable. As for Mr. Ewan's style,
the kindest thing that can be said about it is that it is disarming.
The importance of our scholarly books being well written is,
not so much a matter of art, as it is a matter of assuring our schol-
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ars a reasonably wide public. If the scholars themselves are unable to present their wares attractively, then it is 1,lp to the University presses to help. Otherwise the time will come when the
public will avoid all learned contributions and satisfy its intellectual appetites by reading the fictionalized and popularized versions of original research work.
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In Reply to' "Men and Plants in the Southwest"
MR.

I1

J A C K SON deplores the lack of literary quality in the three

works to which he h~s reference. He accuses all the authors of a
lack of willingness and ability to communicate with the lay public, and implies that a pleasing literary style is far more important
to 'the average reader than scientific content. At this point it is
difficult to understand how, in accepting a reviewer's responsibility for judgment of scientific works, he could have resisted the
temptation to set his thinking cap straight, to see in proper perspective the true obligation of the scientist. It should be obvious
to him that the duty of a scientist is first to observe accurately and
to record faithfully his facts and findings, and second soundly to
interpret his conclusions in terms of the entire framework of the
subject. One cannot disagree as to the importance of research contributions being well written. But the question may reasonably
be asked as to who writes with less grace-he who presents ~is findings in a fine, pleasing literary style, garbling and misinterpreting
scientific data as he approaches the appeal of fiction, or he who
faithfully records and interprets his findings with average literary
quality. It is not implied'here that the choice is invariably one or
the other. Nevertheless, desirable though a pleasing literary style
may be, the average scientist faces the problem of balance of relative effort.
It would be most regrettable, however, that through severe dep-
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recation of scholarly manner of presentation the layman should
be encouraged in a preference for popularized versions of scholarly con~butions written by peopl~ \\ffio have an attractive literary
style but little understanding of science or scientific method.
Much of the current conflict between science and other fields of
learning stems from interesting but inaccurate popular scienti,fic
articles and books written by men who do not have the necessary
scientific' background and knowledge to' interpret faithfully the
content of original scientific treatises. The solution to Mr. Jackson's dilemma appears to be simple. It consists in entrusting to
men of broad scientific understanding, who can also,write interestingly ~d soundly, the popularization and interpretation of the
abtruse productions of scientific investigation. No better~example
could be cited than Edwin Slosson's Creative Chemistry.
£.

F. 'CASTETTER

SCIENCE WRITING
The University of Wisconsin's science-writing research assistantship, a year's program of .training to equip writers to interpret and
report scientific events, is now open for the 1952-53 academic year.
Applicants must state their qualiltcations. These include a basic degree either in journalism or in a field of science. The research assistantship carries an allowance of $1,150 for the academic year. The program is now in its fourth year.-The New York Times, April 6, 1952.
\,
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